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ABSTRACT

Fusion-based metal additive manufacturing (AM) has garnered much interest in
recent decades. Despite the popularity of fusion-based AM technologies such as selective
laser melting (SLM), there are still fundamental questions and uncertainties that need to
be addressed. In this work, we focus on the understanding of the undercooling in the
SLM process and the uncertainties induced by the laser beam size, power, and scan
speed. First, we report the estimation of undercooling in the SLM process from the
solidification rate measured by in-situ high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging, based on
the dendrite growth velocity model. The undercooling changes as a function of location
and time as the solidification front proceeds to the surface of the melt pool. A general
increasing trend is observed for AlSi10Mg, while a general decreasing trend is observed
for Ti6Al4V. The opposite overall evolution trend of the undercooling for the two AM
materials is attributed to the ratio of the latent heat to heat capacity and the thermal
diffusivity. The temporal and spatial variation of the undercooling and the dependence of
undercooling evolution trend on material properties revealed here are important for
understanding microstructure evolution in fusion-based metal AM. Second, the
uncertainties in the SLM process due to variations of laser beam size, power, and scan
speed from the optimized values are identified by in-situ x-ray imaging and the leading
cause of uncertainty is revealed. A small (<5%) variation in the laser beam size, power,
and scan speed results in linear variations in the depression zone, melt pool, and spatter
behavior. The variation in the SLM dynamics identified in this work is important for
understanding the sensitivity of the SLM process to the laser processing parameters.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing (AM) has shown great potential in recent decades, with
fusion based AM technologies such as selective laser melting (SLM) garnering much
interest due to its potential to revolutionize the metal manufacturing industry for
aerospace, automotive, medical, and defense applications [1–3] Advantages of AM over
conventional subtractive manufacturing techniques include the ability to create complex
three-dimensional parts, the ability to produce parts without the need for expensive tools
or molds, and reductions in raw material required leading to a reduction in overall
material waste [3,4]. Despite the popularity of AM and the advantages, there are still
many inherent uncertainties that need to be addressed in order to fully realize the
technology.
SLM, also commonly known as laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), is a type of AM
technology that utilizes a laser to melt metallic powders, thereby forming a solid structure
in a layer by layer fashion [3–8]. Presently, SLM still faces several challenges: (1) parts
printed by the same machine and using the same optimized parameters are not always
identical, (2) properties of the printed parts can be difficult to predict, (3) optimal
parameters to print a part currently rely heavily on trial and error parameter development,
and (4) defect sensitive properties (e.g., fatigue life) of SLM parts often result in lower
properties than parts fabricated from wrought product forms. An understanding of the
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fundamental mechanisms of SLM AM and identifying the causes for part quality
uncertainty is important for addressing and overcoming the challenges in SLM AM.
During the SLM process, the laser material interaction results in distinct material
phases. In the region of the highest laser energy density, a cavity is formed due to
material vaporization. This vaporization region is known as the depression zone.
Immediately surrounding the depression zone, where the laser energy density is still
sufficiently high, local melting of the powder occurs. This localized melt region is known
as the melt pool. During laser melting and vaporization, molten material known as liquid
spatter can be ejected from the depression zone and melt pool regions [3]. The laser beam
size, power, and scan speed are all laser processing parameters that can be controlled and
manipulated to influence the thermal history and cooling rates of AM materials, which
contribute to the resulting microstructural features and mechanical properties of the final
product [3,5,9–16].
The solidification process also influences the microstructures of metals and alloys
manufactured by fusion-based AM technologies. The undercooling, which is the most
important parameter in determining the nucleation and growth of phases during
solidification is defined as the temperature difference between the equilibrium liquidus
temperature of the system and the actual temperature at which solidification occurs
[3,17]. The undercooling for AM materials under fusion-based conditions is still largely
unknown since it is extremely difficult to determine the undercooling through
experimental measurement or numerical simulations.
During solidification, the growth rate depends on undercooling. Extensive
progress in solidification theory has been achieved to establish the relationship between
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undercooling and growth rate. Lipton, Kurz, and Trivedi proposed a model to calculate
thermal undercooling, solute undercooling, and curvature undercooling in binary alloys
with high growth rates, known as the LKT model [18]. Boettinger, Coriell, and Trivedi
proposed a model to calculate kinetic undercooling in binary alloys under rapid
solidification condition, known as BCT model [19]. Rappaz et al. [20] and Hunziker et al.
[21] extended the model to calculate the undercooling for multicomponent alloys based
on curvature and solute undercooling. These models provide the foundation for
calculating undercooling from solidification rate. However, the solidification rate during
the LPBF process is difficult to measure due to the opacity of metals, the very short lasermetal interaction time (~ms), very localized melting region (~ 100s µm) and rapid
solidification (~ 106 K/s).
Here, we reveal the dynamics of the SLM process using in-situ high-speed
synchrotron x-ray imaging. Using this in-situ characterization method, the dynamics of
the SLM processing can be directly observed during the laser melting process. In this
work, the undercooling as a function of location within the melt pool and time is revealed
for the first time based on the direct measurement of the solidification rate and current
solidification theories. The contribution of each undercooling term on the total
undercooling and the sensitivity of the total undercooling to the thermophysical
properties and solute parameters is discussed. We report the sources of uncertainty in
SLM due to variations in the laser processing parameters from optimized parameters for
Ti6Al4V. The sensitivity of the SLM process to the laser processing parameters is
revealed.
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PAPER
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ABSTRACT

Undercooling is the most important parameter determining nucleation and growth
of phases during solidification, yet the undercooling for metals under additive
manufacturing (AM) conditions is still unclear. Here, we report the estimation of
undercooling in the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) AM process from the solidification
rate measured by in-situ high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging, based on the dendrite
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growth velocity model. We show that a large undercooling value of over 50oC is reached
during the LPBF process for AlSi10Mg, while a comparatively smaller undercooling
value of less than 13oC is reached for Ti6Al4V. The undercooling changes as a function
of location and time as the solidification front proceeds to the surface of the melt pool. A
general increasing trend is observed for AlSi10Mg, while a general decreasing trend is
observed for Ti6Al4V. The opposite overall evolution trend of the undercooling for the
two AM materials is attributed to the ratio of the latent heat to heat capacity and the
thermal diffusivity. The undercooling estimation method reported here provides a way to
estimate the undercooling values of materials under additive manufacturing conditions.
The temporal and spatial variation of the undercooling and the dependence of
undercooling evolution trend on material properties revealed here are important for
understanding microstructure evolution in fusion-based metal additive manufacturing
processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The microstructures of metals and alloys manufactured by fusion-based additive
manufacturing technologies are determined by the solidification process. Undercooling is
the most important parameter that controls the microstructure evolution during
solidification. Undercooling is defined as the temperature difference between the
equilibrium liquidus temperature of a system and the actual temperature at which
solidification occurs [1,2]. Undercooling provides the driving force for phase
transformation and plays a critical role in both phase nucleation and growth.
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Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is a type of additive manufacturing (AM) which
utilizes a laser to melt metallic powders, forming a solid structure layer by layer [1,3–5].
LPBF has shown great potential in recent decades since complex three-dimensional
structures can be produced without the need for expensive tooling and molds [1,4]. In the
laser powder bed fusion process, the melt pool is in a very localized region and cools
rapidly. It is extremely difficulty to accurately determine the undercooling value in LPBF
process by experimental measurement or numerical simulation. The undercooling in the
LPBF process is still largely unknown.
During solidification, growth rate depends on undercooling. Extensive progress
has been achieved in solidification theory to establish the relationship between
undercooling and growth rate. Lipton, Kurz, and Trivedi proposed a model to calculate
thermal undercooling, solute undercooling, and curvature undercooling in binary alloys
with high growth rates, known as the LKT model [6]. Boettinger, Coriell, and Trivedi
proposed a model to calculate kinetic undercooling in binary alloys under rapid
solidification condition, known as BCT model [7]. Rappaz et al. [8] and Hunziker et al.
[9] extended the model to calculate the undercooling for multicomponent alloys based on
curvature and solute undercooling. These models provide the foundation for calculating
undercooling from solidification rate. However, solidification rate during LPBF process
is difficult to measure due to the opacity of metals, the very short laser-metal interaction
time (~ms), very localized melting region (~ 100s µm) and rapid solidification (~ 106
K/s).
In this work, we report the direct measurement of the solidification rate during
LPBF process and the estimation of the undercooling based on solidification theories.
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The undercooling as a function of location and time during LPBF process is revealed for
the first time. The dependence of the value and evolving trend of undercooling on
material is also revealed and discussed.

2. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. MATERIAL
AlSi10Mg aluminum alloy and Ti6Al4V titanium alloy were used in this study
because of their good x-ray transparency and wide applications in the metal AM industry.
The AlSi10Mg powders with average diameter of ~34 µm were purchased from
Carpenter Technology Corporation (Philadelphia, USA). The AlSi10Mg substrate was
made by casting. The Ti6Al4V powders with an average diameter of ~15 µm was
purchased from Pyrogenesis Canada Inc. (Montreal, Québec, CA). The Ti6Al4V metal
substrate was purchased from McMaster-Carr (New Jersey, USA).

2.2. IN-SITU HIGH-SPEED SYNCHROTRON X-RAY IMAGING EXPERIMENT
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the synchrotron imaging system. A high-flux
synchrotron x-ray with a first harmonic energy of 24 keV and an energy bandwidth of
5~7% was used (Beam Line 32-ID-B, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory). The x-ray beam is capable of penetrating through the powder bed. The
transmitted x-ray signal is captured by a scintillator (LuAG:Ce, 100 µm thickness), where
the signal is converted into visible light and recorded by a high-speed camera (Photron
FastCam SA-Z) [10]. A frame rate of 50 kHz was used to capture the laser printing
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process. For both AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V, a laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s was used. A
laser power (with a D4σ beam diameter of 100 µm) of 468 W and 364 W was used for
AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V respectively. Different laser powers were used for AlSi10Mg
and Ti6Al4V to achieve similar melt pool depth. Similar melt pool depth coupled with
the same laser scan speed facilitates the comparison of the undercooling analysis for the
two materials. The sample consisted of a metal substrate with a thicknesses of 0.70 mm
for AlSi10Mg and 0.40 mm for Ti6Al4V, a height of 2.95 mm, and a powder bed layer
thickness of 100 µm. The field of view for the x-ray was 768 pixel x 512 pixel with a
resolution of 1.97 µm per pixel. The x-ray camera exposure time was 1 µs. The laser scan
length was 2.5 mm. More details about the in-situ x-ray imaging experiment can be found
in previous publications [10–13].

(a) Laser beam

X-ray imaging
system

(b)

Laser scan direction

Glassy carbon
Depression zone

(c)

Laser
Powder
layer

Liquid

X-ray

Powder bed

Metal substrate

Y-axis

Substrate

(0,0)

Solid-liquid
interface

Solid-liquid
interface

X-axis

Solid
200 µm

Figure 1. Schematic of the method to capture solidification front evolution during the
LPBF AM process. (a) Schematic of the in-situ x-ray imaging set-up. The x-ray is
perpendicular to the laser scan direction. Two glassy carbon walls are used to hold the
metal substrate and powder, while ensuring x-ray transparency along the x-ray beam
path. (b) A typical x-ray image obtained during the LPBF process. The solid-liquid
interface is indicated by discontinuous scattered points. A coordinate system is set to
extract the coordinates of the solid-liquid interface, where the X- and the Y-axes are
parallel and perpendicular to the scan direction respectively. (c) Higher magnification of
the dotted square section in (b) showing the solid-liquid interface. The interface between
the liquid and the solid region indicated by the white arrow is distinctly visible in the xray images.
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Figure 1 (b) shows a typical x-ray image captured by the high-speed x-ray
imaging system during the LPBF process of AlSi10Mg. The laser interacts with the
powder bed and metal substrate, causing local melting and vaporization to occur. The
interface between the solid and liquid region indicated by the discontinuous scattered
points is known as the solid-liquid interface. The vapor cavity region is known as the
depression zone. As the material solidifies, the solid-liquid interface migrates towards the
top of the melt pool. Figure 1 (c) is a higher magnification for the dotted square section in
Figure 1 (b) and shows the solid-liquid interface in the sample during laser melting. The
solid-liquid interface is obvious without imaging processing. Discontinuous scattered
points are used to indicate and track the solid-liquid interface.
Figure 2 (a) shows a typical x-ray image obtained for LPBF of Ti6Al4V. The
depression zone boundary is distinctly visible, while solid-liquid interface is not as
distinctly obvious. As shown in Figure 2, image processing is used to increase the
contrast between the solid-liquid interface in x-ray images by using ImageJ [14]. By
dividing the pixel intensity of a frame, Frame i, by the pixel intensity in a proceeding
frame, Frame i + 2, the solid-liquid interface can more easily be observed, as shown in
Figure 2 (b). It is important to note that the clarity of the solid-liquid interface in the postprocessed image comes at the expense of the clarity of depression zone, substrate, and
powder bed. This trade-off to increase the clarity in the solid-liquid interface is deemed
acceptable and necessary, since the analysis in this work is dependent on obtaining the
real solidification rate of the material.
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(a)

200 µm

(b)

200 µm

Figure 2. Solid-liquid interface for LPBF of Ti6Al4V at a laser power of 364 W and a
laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) X-ray image of Frame i before image processing. (b)
Processed x-ray image by dividing the intensity of each pixel in Frame i by the pixel
intensity in Frame i + 2.

The difference in the visibility of the solid-liquid interface for AlSi10Mg and
Ti6Al4V is due to differences in the density of the two materials. It is for this reason that
a thickness of 0.70 mm is used for AlSi10Mg, while a smaller thickness of 0.40 mm is
used for Ti6Al4V. A smaller substrate thickness and image processing are necessary for
Ti6Al4V.

2.3. MULTI-PHYSICS MODELING
The temperature gradient in the melt pool was simulated using multi-physics
modeling. The model was calibrated through experimental observations of the depression
zone geometry, melt pool geometry, and the laser parameters. The initial powder bed
packing configuration is generated using the Discrete Element Method. The input powder
size distribution was determined through experimental measurements. A thermal-fluid
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flow model was used to simulate the multi-physics process of heat transfer, phase
transformation, and molten fluid flow. The fully coupled equations are computed using a
Finite Volume Method, while the free surfaces are tacked using the Volume of Fluid
Method. The model assumes flow to be incompressible, laminar, and Newtonian. The
laser energy absorption, thermal conduction, surface radiation and convection, and latent
heat of melting and vaporization are incorporated for energy conservation. The main
factors which contribute to molten pool flow are implemented, and include the recoil
pressure, surface tension, Marangoni effect, viscosity, buoyancy, and gravity. The
thermophysical properties of AlSi10Mg used for simulation are listed in the Appendix,
Tables 1, and 2. The thermophysical properties of Ti6Al4V used for simulation are listed
in the Appendix, Tables 3, and 4. For further details about the multi-physics modeling,
we refer the readers to references [15–17].

3. ANALYSIS OF UNDERCOOLING

3.1. SOLIDIFICATION RATE QUANTIFICATION
A Cartesian coordinate system was constructed for the x-ray field of view to
extract spatial information, as shown in Figure 1 (b). A point at the bottom left of the xray image was selected as the origin point for the Cartesian coordinate system. The Xand Y-axes are the parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the laser scan
direction, respectively. Using the Cartesian coordinate system, the spatial information for
the solid-liquid interface can be tracked by using discontinuous scattered points. Figure 3
(a - c) show the solid-liquid interface at time ti and at ti-1. The grey solid line indicates the
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solid-liquid interface at time ti which can be directly observed from the x-ray images. For
the purposes of the solidification rate calculation, a yellow dotted line in Figure 3 (a - c)
and a yellow solid line in Figure 3 (d) is used to indicate the ninth-order polynomial
equation used to fit the discontinuous scattered points which mark the solid-liquid
interface at time ti. The overlap between the grey solid line and yellow dotted line in
Figure 3 (a - c) shows good agreement between the observed and fitted solid-liquid
interfaces. The white dotted line indicates the solid-liquid interface at time ti-1. The
normal direction at any given point along the solid-liquid interface was calculated using
the first-order differentiation of the ninth-order fitted curve, since the direction of the heat
flow is normal to the surface at any point [1]. The normal direction of the fitted curve
represents the growth direction of the solid-liquid interface.
Figure 3 (d) illustrates the variables in the solidification rate calculation. The
solidification rate, which is determined by taking the distance the solid-liquid interface
travels and dividing it by the corresponding time it takes to cover that distance is given
by:

Vi 

di
 ti  ti 1 

where i is the interface of interest, Vi is the solidification rate of interface i, di is the
distance the solidification front travels from time ti-1 to time ti. ti and ti-1 are times
corresponding to interface i and interface i-1, respectively.

(1)
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(b)

(a)

100 µm

100 µm
(c)

(d)

100 µm

25 µm

Figure 3. Solid-liquid interface evolution and method for determining the solidification
rate. (a – c) X-ray image showing the evolution of the entire solid-liquid interface during
LPBF process of AlSi10Mg at 468 W laser power and 0.9 m/s laser scan speed within 0.3
ms (t1, t2, and t3). The grey solid line and yellow dotted line indicate the observed and
fitted curves for the solid-liquid interface at time 𝑡𝑖 respectively. The white dotted line
indicates the solid-liquid interface at the previous time step, 𝑡𝑖−1 . (d) Higher
magnification and super-position of (a – c). A polynomial equation is used to fit the solidliquid interface represented by the yellow curves. The growth trajectories of the solidliquid interface (t0, t1, t2, and t3) are indicated by the blue lines. d1, d2, and d3 are normal
directions at the solid-liquid interface indicating the growth direction of the interface.

3.2. THERMAL GRADIENT ESTIMATION
Figure 4 shows the results of the multi-physics simulation of the temperature and
temperature gradient in the melt pool for LPBF AlSi10Mg with a laser power of 468 W
and a laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s. The temperature gradient, G, was determined at each
location using a multi-physics simulation.
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Figure 4. Temperature and temperature gradient in the melt pool during LPBF of
AlSi10Mg at a laser power of 468 W and a laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) The
temperature distribution. (b) The temperature gradient. The temperature data are obtained
by multi-physics modeling.
The temperature gradient along the solid-liquid interface is 7.94×106 K/m at the
head of the melt pool for AlSi10Mg and 1.35×107 K/m for Ti6Al4V, respectively. The
temperature gradient along the solid-liquid interface at the tail of the melt pool is
5.02×105 K/m for AlSi10Mg and 5.01×106 K/m for Ti6Al4V. The average temperature
gradient along the entire solid-liquid interface (from head to tail) is 1.26×106 K/m for
AlSi10Mg and 6.76×106 K/m Ti6Al4V.

3.3. ESTIMATION OF UNDERCOOLING BASED ON THE DENDRITE
GROWTH VELOCITY MODEL
A model for multicomponent dendritic growth was used to quantify the
undercooling, ΔT, as a function of solidification rate, V. The dendrite growth velocity
model presented here is based on the model described by Lipton, Kurz, and Trivedi
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(LKT) [6]. Modifications to the LKT model were made to account for a multicomponent
alloy system which is described by Rappaz et al. [8] and Hunziker et al. [9], and to
account for the kinetic undercooling term described by Boettinger, Coriell, and Trivedi
(BCT) [7]. There are many inherent simplifying assumptions in the solidification theories
that have been made to reduce the complexity of the computation, and it is not within the
scope of this present work to relax those assumptions. The undercooling is given by:

T  TT  TR  TC  TK

(2)

where ΔTT is the thermal undercooling, ΔTR is the curvature undercooling, ΔTC is the
solute undercooling, and ΔTK is the kinetic undercooling.
The thermal undercooling is given by:

TT 

H f
C p L

Iv( PT )

(3)

where ΔHf is the enthalpy of fusion, Ω is the molar volume, CpL is the specific heat, and
Iv(PT) is the Ivantsov function of the thermal Peclet number, PT. The general form of the
Ivantsov function is defined as:

Iv( Px )  Px exp( Px ) 



Px

exp(u )
du
u

(4)

where Px is a variable that can be used to define either the thermal (PT) or the solute (PC)
Peclet numbers.
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The thermal Peclet number, PT, is defined as:

PT 

VR
2

(5)

where V is the solidification rate, R is the dendrite tip radius, and α is the thermal
diffusivity.
The curvature undercooling is given by:

TR  2


R

(6)

where Γ is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient and R is the dendrite tip radius. The GibbsThomson coefficient is given by:




S f

(7)

where σ is the solid-liquid interfacial energy and ΔSf is the entropy of fusion.
The solute undercooling is given by:
n


mv ,i
TC   mL ,i C0,i 1 

i 1
 mL,i 1  (1  kv ,i ) Iv( PC )  

where mL,i is the liquidus slope of solute i in the equilibrium phase diagram, C0,i is the
solute concentration of solute i, mv,i is the liquidus slope for solute i in the equilibrium
phase diagram after corrections for the kinetic effect, kv,i is the velocity dependent
partition coefficient for solute i, and Iv(PC) is the Ivantsov function of the solute Peclet

(8)
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number, PC. The solute properties of the material is determined using the ternary phase
diagram for AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V. The solute Peclet number is given by:

PC 

VR
2 D0

(9)

where V is the solidification rate, R is the dendrite tip radius, and D0 is the solute
diffusivity. The velocity dependent partition coefficient according to the model presented
by Aziz and Kaplan [18] is given by:
 (V / Vd )  ke ,i 
k v ,i  

 (V / Vd )  1 

(10)

where V is the solidification rate, Vd is the atomic diffusive speed at the solid-liquid
interface, and ke,i is the equilibrium partition coefficient. The atomic diffusive speed at
the solid-liquid interface is given by:

Vd  D0 / a0

(11)

where D0 is the solute diffusivity and a0 is the atomic spacing in the liquid. The
equilibrium partition coefficient given by:

ke ,i 

Cis
Cil

(12)

where Cil and Cis are the concentration of the solute i in the liquidus and solidus phases
respectively.
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The liquidus slope for solute i in the equilibrium phase diagram after corrections
for the kinetic effect is given by:

  ke,i  kv ,i (1  ln(kv ,i / ke,i ))  
mv ,i  mL,i 1  

1  ke ,i



(13)

where mL,i is the liquidus slope of solute i in the equilibrium phase diagram, ke,i is the
equilibrium partition coefficient, and kv,i is the velocity dependent partition coefficient for
solute i. The solute undercooling (ΔTC) equation does not work for partition coefficients
close to unity (1). This limits the applicability of the solute undercooling equation since
the partition coefficient for materials can be close to unity, which is the case for Al in
Ti6Al4V. A partition coefficient close to unity means that the equation for the solute
undercooling (equation (8)) cannot be used and kv≈ke. When the value of kv is close to ke,
a Taylor series expansion of ln(kv/ke) at 1 for equation (13) gives mv≈mL.


 k v ,i

 1 
 ke,i  kv ,i 1 
  k  k 2 
k e ,i
e ,i
v ,i




  mL ,i
mv ,i  mL ,i 1 
 mL ,i 1 

1  k e ,i
 ke,i 1  ke,i  







(14)

The Taylor series expansion in equation (13) reduces the solute undercooling term
and thus allows for the solute undercooling to be determined for materials with partition
coefficients close to unity. The solute undercooling for partition coefficients close to
unity is given by:



1
TC   mL ,i C0,i 1 

i 1
 1  (1  kv ,i ) Iv( PC ) 
n

(15)
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The kinetic undercooling is given by:

TK  V / 

(16)

where V is the solidification rate and µ is the kinetic growth coefficient given by:



H f V0
RTm 2

(17)

where ΔHf is the enthalpy of fusion, 𝑅̅ is the universal gas constant, Tm is the equilibrium
melting temperature of the material, and V0 is the kinetic rate parameter. The variable R is
ordinarily used to denote the universal gas constant, however, 𝑅̅ is used instead since the
variable R is already used to indicate the dendrite tip radius.
The kinetic rate parameter (V0) is within the range of Vd<V0<, where Vd is the
atomic diffusive speed at the solid-liquid interface and Vs is the speed of sound through
liquid. It is assumed that the kinetic rate parameter, V0, is constant for a given phase
within an alloy system if the value for ΔHf/ΔTm2 does not vary significantly either within
the system, or within the composition range of interest [19]. Here we assume
V0=(Vd+Vs)/2. The change of V0 around this average value has negligible influence on the
calculated undercooling value.
For the dendrite tip radius analysis, it is assumed that the shape of the dendrite tip
is a circular paraboloid [21], and the solutes diffuse independently [9]. The slope of the
liquidus and solidus lines from the phase diagrams are assumed to be linear in the vicinity
of interest [9]. Phase diagrams were generated using Thermo-Calc [22] and PANDAT
[23].
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To determine the dendrite tip radius, R, the dendrite-tip growth model is used, and
is given by:

R  2





m G C i C  G
i 1 L ,i i
n

(18)

where Γ is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, mL,i is the liquidus slope of solute i in the
equilibrium phase diagram, G is the temperature gradient, GiC is the composition gradient
that describes the solute concentration gradient at the dendrite tip, and the parameter ξiC is
defined as:

i  1 
C

1   4 Di / RV 

2

1  1   4 Di / RV   2kv ,i
2

(19)

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of solute i, R is the dendrite tip radius, V is the
solidification rate, and kv,i is the velocity dependent partition coefficient for solute i. The
diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the simplified Sutherland equation. Chen et
al. [24] suggests that the size relationship between the solute and solvent atoms will
affect the Sutherland equation which relates diffusivity to viscosity for a liquid metal.
The Sutherland equation is given by:
 3
1
k BT   r

D
6 r  1  2
 r









(20)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the solvent
viscosity, r is the radius of the diffusing particle, and β is a constant which is defined by
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the ratio of the solute to solvent atom radius. The Sutherland equation can be simplified
based on the ratio of the solute atom radius, rA, to the solvent atom radius, rB. Chen et al.
suggests that when the ratio of (rA/rB)>1, β is infinite and equation (20) reduces to the
Stokes-Einstein equation given in equation (21). However, when (rA/rB)≤1 and β=0
equation (20) reduces to the Sutherland-Einstein equation, equation (22):

D

k BT
6 r

(21)

D

kBT
4 r

(22)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the solvent
viscosity, and r is the radius of the diffusing particle. Since rMg/rAl>1, rSi/rAl<1, DMg and
DSi are calculated using equation (21) and (22), respectively. The composition gradient,
GiC, of the solute i ahead of the interface is given by:

Gi C  



V Ci

Di 1  1  kv ,i  Iv( PC )



(23)

where V is the solidification rate, ΔCi is the concentration difference of solute i in the
liquid and solid from the ternary phase diagram at the liquidus temperature, Di is the
diffusion coefficient of solute i, kv,i is the velocity dependent partition coefficient for
solute i, and Iv(PC) is the Ivantsov function of the solute Peclet number, PC. Since both
ξiC and GiC depend on R, the value for the dendrite tip radius must be solved iteratively,
using the previously determined value of R.
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The composition interval, ΔCi, is given by:

Ci  Ci l  Ci s

(24)

where Cil is the concentration of the solute i in the liquid phase and Cis is the
concentration of the solute i in the solid phase. The chemical composition of the
AlSi10Mg sample is summarized in Table 1, which was measured by inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Nu Instruments Ltd., United Kingdom). Only Al,
Mg, and Si were considered for this analysis since the atom percentage of the remaining
solutes are small compared to Mg and Si. Table 2 shows the thermophysical properties
used in the analysis. For alloy specific value that could not be found, the value for pure
aluminum was used instead. The values for the solute dependent parameters are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of AlSi10Mg (at%).
Al
Balance
Co
0.000304

Mg
0.373686
Ni
0.007003

Si
9.540786
Cu
0.003581

Ca
0.005202
Zn
0.002958

Ti
0.005253
Sr
1.84×10-5

V
0.008489
Zr
0.002456

Cr
0.008857
Ag
0.000177

Mn
0.00201
Sn
0.000549

Fe
0.120823
Pb
0.000453
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Table 2. Thermophysical property values used in the undercooling and dendrite-tip
growth analysis.
Properties
Value
References
-10
*
Atomic spacing in liquid, a0
2.96×10 m
[25]
-5
2
Thermal diffusivity, α
6.232×10 m /s
[26]
6
3
L
Heat capacity, Cp
2.4×10 J/m K
[27]
4
Heat of fusion, ΔHf
1.07×10 J/mol
[28]
Boltzmann constant, kB
1.38×10-23 J/K
Eutectic temperature, Te
850 K
[4]
Melting temperature, Tm
830 – 870 K
[28]
Evaporation point, Tv
2743 K
[28]
Solidus-liquidus temperature range, ΔTm
40 K
*
Solid-liquid interface energy, σ
0.167 J/m2
[29]
-3
*
Dynamic viscosity, η
1.86×10 Pa – s
[30]
3
Density, ρ
2680 kg/m
[28]
6
3
*
Entropy of fusion, ΔSf
1.13×10 J/m K
[29]
*
Speed of sound through liquid, Vs
4700 m/s
[31]
Diffusive speed, Vd
6.52 m/s
*
Molar volume, Ω
1.0×10-5 m3/mol
[32]
∗ Indicates that the value for pure aluminum was used instead of alloy specific values.

Table 3. Solute specific values for AlSi10Mg.
Solute Composition,
C0 (at%)
Mg
Si

0.373686
9.540786

Liquidus
slope, mL
(K/at%)
-5.16
-6.58

Composition
interval, ΔC
(at%)
0.828
10.9

Partition
coefficient,
ke
0.18
0.12

Solute
diffusivity,
D0 (m2/s)
1.93×10-9
4.45×10-9

The thermophysical property values for Ti6Al4V are shown in Table 4 and the
solute specific material property values are shown in Table 5. The phase diagrams for
Ti6Al4V were generated using PANDAT [21].
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Table 4. Thermophysical property values used in the undercooling analysis for Ti6Al4V.
Properties

Values

Atomic spacing in liquid, a0

*

3.76×10

References
-10

m

[23]

Thermal diffusivity, α

2.7×10-6 m2/s

[31]

Heat capacity, CpL

2.5×106 J/m3K

[31]

Heat of fusion, ΔHf

1.39×104 J/mol

[31]

1878 – 1933 K

[31]

Melting temperature, Tm
Solid-liquid interface energy, σ

*

2

0.168 J/m

[32]

Entropy of fusion, ΔSf*

9.04×106 J/m3K

[33]

Speed of sound through liquid, Vs

4407 m/s

[34]

Molar volume, Ω*
1.064×10-5 m3/mol
[30]
∗ Indicates that the value for pure titanium was used instead of alloy specific values.

Table 5. Solute specific values for Ti6Al4V.
Solute

Composition,
C0 (at%)

Al
V

6
4

Liquidus
slope, mL
(K/at%)
-44
-8.0

Composition
Partition
Solute
interval, ΔC coefficient, diffusivity,
(at%)
D0 (m2/s)
ke
0.103
0.98
3.08×10-9
1.81
0.63
3.26×10-9

4. RESULTS

4.1. SOLIDIFICATION RATE
Figure 5 shows the solid-liquid interface and the solidification rate for AlSi10Mg.
The in-situ characterization of the solidification dynamics during LPBF process of
AlSi10Mg (laser power of 468 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s) revealed that the
solidification rate ranged from ~0.14-0.25 m/s. Furthermore, the solidification rate tends
to increase during the solidification process, where the largest solidification rates are
located at the top of the melt pool.
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Figure 5. The solidification front and the corresponding solidification rate for LPBF of
AlSi10Mg with a laser power of 468 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) Five tracked sites
(P1-P5) indicated with solid symbol lines were chosen at different locations (Figure 3)
within the melt pool. The solid-liquid interface is indicated with open symbols and are
labeled by time step. (b) The solidification rate as a function of location with respect to
the X-Y coordinate location for the tracked sites (P1-P5) in the melt pool. (c) The
solidification rate as a function of time, where t=0 µs corresponds to the curve of the first
solid-liquid interface.

Figure 6 show the solid-liquid interface and the solidification rate for Ti6Al4V.
The in-situ characterization of the solidification dynamics during LPBF process of
Ti6Al4V (laser power of 364 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s) revealed that the
solidification rate ranged from ~0.10-0.16 m/s. Furthermore, the solidification rate tends
to decrease during the solidification process.
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Figure 6. The solidification front and the corresponding solidification rate for LPBF of
Ti6Al4V with a laser power of 364 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) Five tracked sites
(P1-P5) indicated with solid symbol lines were chosen at different locations within the
melt pool. The solid-liquid interface is indicated with open symbols and are labeled by
time step. (b) The solidification rate as a function of location with respect to the X-Y
coordinate location for the tracked sites (P1-P5) in the melt pool. (c) The solidification
rate as a function of time, where t=0 µs corresponds to the curve of the first solid-liquid
interface.

4.2. UNDERCOOLING EVOLUTION
Figure 7 shows the total undercooling as a function of location within the melt
pool and as a function of time during the LPBF of AlSi10Mg. The results for AlSi10Mg
indicate that an overall increasing trend exists for the undercooling as a function of
location within the melt pool and time.
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Figure 7. Undercooling as a function of location and time for AlSi10Mg at a laser power
of 468 W and a laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) The undercooling as a function of location
with respect to the X-Y coordinate location for the tracked sites (P1-P5) in the melt pool.
(b) Undercooling as a function of time during the solidification process for the tracked
site P3, where t=0 µs corresponds to the bottommost solid-liquid interface.

Figure 8 shows the total undercooling as a function of location within the melt
pool and as a function of time for Ti6Al4V. In contrary to the increasing trend in
AlSi10Mg, an overall decreasing trend is observed for the undercooling as a function of
location within the melt pool and time for Ti6Al4V.

4.3. UNDERCOOLING VERSUS SOLIDIFICATION RATE
The magnitude of the total undercooling for both AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V
determined using the dendrite growth velocity model is proportional to the measured
solidifcation rate determined by in-situ x-ray imaging. The undercooling as a function of
solidification rate for AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V is shown in Figure 9. The curve fit
equation for Figure 9 takes the form of y=mx+b, where m and b are constants which
describe the linear relationship between the solidification rate, x, and the undercooling, y.
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Within this range of solidification rates for the two AM materials, the estimated
undercooling for AlSi10Mg is ~50-60 K and ~11-13 K for Ti6Al4V.
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Figure 8. Undercooling as a function of location and time for Ti6Al4V at a laser power of
364 W and a laser scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) The undercooling as a function of location
with respect to the X-Y coordinate location for the tracked sites (P1-P5) in the melt pool.
(b) Undercooling as a function of time during the solidification process for the tracked
site P3, where t=0 µs corresponds to the bottommost solid-liquid interface.
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Figure 9. Undercooling as a function of solidification rate for the five tracked sites (P1P5). The material is AlSi10Mg, the laser power is 468 W, and the laser scan speed is 0.9
m/s. The curve fit equation is of the form y=mx+b.
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Figure 9 shows that an increase in the solidification rate results in an increase in
the undercooling, which is approximated by the equation y=103x+35.9 for AlSi10Mg and
y=27.6x+8.22 for Ti6Al4V. This increasing trend is similar to those that have been
reported for different alloy systems [9,19,35]. The linear trend between the undercooling
and solidification rate is indicative of a continuous growth mode [36].

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. CONTRIBUTION OF EACH UNDERCOOLING TERM
Figure 10 illustrates each individual undercooling term as a function of the
solidification rate and indicates the contribution of each term on the total undercooling
for AlSi10Mg. Figure 10 shows that the contribution from the thermal and kinetic
undercooling terms are negligible in comparison to the curvature and solute undercooling
terms for AlSi10Mg. The overwhelming majority of the total undercooling is the result of
the solute undercooling term.
Figure 11 shows the contribution of the four individual undercooling terms to the
total undercooling for Ti6Al4V. The solute undercooling for Ti6Al4V is the main
contributing factor to the total estimated undercooling. In addition to the solute
undercooling term, the curvature and thermal undercooling also have a contribution to the
total undercooling for Ti6Al4V. The kinetic undercooling terms make negligible
contributions to the total estimated undercooling for Ti6Al4V under LPBF AM condition,
making up less than 1 K of the total estimated undercooling.
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Figure 10. Each undercooling term as a function of solidification rate for AlSi10Mg with
a laser power of 468 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) Individual undercooling terms
and total undercooling as a function of solidification rate. (b) Higher magnification of (a)
showing the undercooling terms which have the smallest impact on the total
undercooling.
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Figure 11. Each undercooling term as a function of solidification rate for Ti6Al4V with a
laser power of 364 W and a scan speed of 0.9 m/s. (a) Individual undercooling terms and
total undercooling as a function of solidification rate. (b) Higher magnification of (a)
showing the contribution of the curvature and thermal undercooling terms.

In their work on grain refinement in Ti alloys, Zhang et al. report that the limit of
solute undercooling for Ti6Al4V is approximately 8 K [37]. Zhang et al. [37] suggest that
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the partitioning behavior of Al and V in Ti limit the contributions that the solutes have on
the solute undercooling term. The solute undercooling behavior reported here for
Ti6Al4V is consistent with what has been reported by Zhang et al. [37].
Although the degree of undercooling is different, the relative contribution of each
undercooling term to the total undercooling for AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V is similar. For
both materials, the solute undercooling term is the most dominate individual
undercooling term. This is well expected for metallic alloys since the solute undercooling
term tends to be the dominate factor [1]. For both materials, the curvature undercooling
term is the next most significant individual undercooling term. Although the curvature
undercooling term is significant, the solute undercooling is on average three time as
significant as the curvature undercooling for AlSi10Mg. For both materials, the kinetic
undercooling terms does not have a significant effect on the total undercooling for the
material. The kinetic undercooling is the least significant term of all the individual
undercooling terms for both AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V.

5.2. DEPENDENCE OF UNDERCOOLING EVOLUTION TREND ON
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
An overall increasing trend was observed for the solidification and undercooling
behavior of AlSi10Mg with respect to both the location within the melt pool and time.
Conversely, a decreasing solidification and undercooling trend was observed for
Ti6Al4V with respect to both the location within the melt pool and time. The differences
in the observed solidification rate trend, and ultimately the undercooling trend, can be
attributed to the different ratio of the latent heat to the heat capacity and the different
thermal diffusivity of these two materials. The ratio of the latent heat to the heat capacity
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ratio reflects the temperature increase due to the latent heat of the material. For
AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V, the ratio of the latent heat to the heat capacity is approximately
450 K and 520 K, respectively. The thermal diffusivity of AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V is
6.232×10-5 m2/s and 2.7×10-6 m2/s, respectively. The comparatively higher latent heat to
heat capacity ratio value and the comparatively smaller thermal diffusivity of Ti6Al4V
compared to AlSi10Mg result in the decreasing undercooling evolution trend in Ti6Al4V.

5.3. POTENTIAL UNCERTAINTIES
The undercooling values reported in this paper are based on the solidification
models, where assumptions have been made in order to reduce the complexity of the
model. For example, the effect of fluid flow within the melt pool region was ignored and
the criteria for marginal stability at the interface was applied. The calculated
undercooling value also depends on the thermophysical property values of the material.
The undercooling values reported here are the best estimation based on current
solidification models and available thermophysical property values.
To explore the sensitivity of the undercooling value to the inherent uncertainty in
the thermophysical property data, the thermophysical property values were deliberately
manipulated to reveal what effect varying thermophysical property values would have on
the resulting undercooling value. The temperature gradient (G), the solid-liquid interface
energy (σ), the entropy of fusion (ΔSf), and the speed of sound through liquid (Vs) for Al
were the four thermophysical property values which were identified as having the largest
degree of uncertainty. Here, we use AlSi10Mg as an example to determine the sensitivity
of the undercooling analysis to the four identified thermophysical property values. The
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four thermophysical property values were varied by ±50% of the original values shown in
Table 2 for AlSi10Mg. The remaining thermophysical property values used for the
dendrite growth velocity model remained the same. An average solidification rate of
0.231 m/s represents the average solidification rate at the top of the melt pool for
AlSi10Mg, where the values are the most consistent (see Figure 5). A solidification rate
of 0.231 m/s results in an undercooling of 59 K for AlSi10Mg. An undercooling of 59 K
will act as a baseline to compare the undercooling value due to variations in the
thermophysical property values.
Table 6 summarize the effect of variations in the thermophysical property values
by ±50% of the original values shown in Table 2 for the undercooling of AlSi10Mg.
Variations in the temperature gradient (G) and the speed of sound through liquid (Vs) for
Al had negligible effects (<1 K) on the undercooling compared to the previously reported
value of 59 K. However, variations in the solid-liquid interface energy (σ) and the
entropy of fusion (ΔSf) did have an effect on the undercooling value compared to the
previously reported value of 59 K for AlSi10Mg. A decrease in solid-liquid interface
energy (σ) by 50% resulted in an undercooling of 46 K, while an increase in the solidliquid interface energy (σ) by 50% resulted in an undercooling of 69 K. A decrease in the
entropy of fusion (ΔSf) by 50% resulting in an undercooling of 76 K, while an increase in
the entropy of fusion (ΔSf) by 50% resulting in an undercooling of 51 K. The
thermophysical property values which were identified as having the largest degree of
uncertainly resulted in a change in the undercooling of at most 17 K for AlSi10Mg.
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Table 6. Undercooling for AlSi10Mg due to variations in the thermophysical property
values.
Properties
Thermal gradient, G
Solid-liquid interface energy, σ
Entropy of fusion, ΔSf
Speed of sound through liquid, Vs

Undercooling Value
-50% Thermophysical +50% Thermophysical
property variation
property variation
59.84 K
59.85 K
46 K
69 K
76 K
51 K
59.88 K
59.84 K

Attempting to replicate direct energy deposition (DED) AM conditions, Kenel et
al. used a combination of high-speed camera imaging and in-situ transmission x-ray
diffraction to estimate the for Ti6Al4V [38]. An under cooling of 37 K was obtained.
The different undercooling values obtained may be because of the very different cooling
environments.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we report the estimation of undercooling in the LPBF AM process
based on the solidification rate measured by in-situ high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging
and on solidification theories. The major conclusions are as follows:
(1) Using the solidification rate of the material measured using in-situ x-ray
imaging and the dendrite growth velocity model, a method for estimating the
undercooling for materials under fusion-based metal additive manufacturing
conditions is reported.
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(2) We show that a large undercooling value of over 50oC is reached during the
LPBF process for AlSi10Mg, while a comparatively smaller undercooling
value of less than 13oC is reached for Ti6Al4V.
(3) The undercooling changes as a function of location and time as the
solidification front proceeds to the surface of the melt pool. A general
increasing trend is observed for AlSi10Mg, while a general decreasing trend is
observed for Ti6Al4V.
(4) The opposite overall evolution trend of the undercooling for the two AM
materials is attributed to the ratio of the latent heat to heat capacity and the
thermal diffusivity.
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ABSTRACT

Selective laser melting (SLM) additive manufacturing (AM) exhibits tremendous
uncertainties, where variations in build quality is present despite utilizing similar build
processing parameters. In this work, we address the uncertainty challenge by identifying
the sources of uncertainty in SLM due to variations from the optimized laser processing
parameters needed for Ti6Al4V through in-situ characterization. We show that variations
the laser beam size, power, and scan speed resulted in variations in the depression zone
cavity, melt pool, and spatter behavior. Small (<5%) variations from the optimized laser
processing parameters resulted in linear variations in the depression zone, melt pool, and
spatter behavior. On average, a small deviation of only 5% from the optimized laser
processing parameter resulted in a 10% change in the depression zone and melt pool
geometry. The laser scan speed had the most significant impact on the spatter dynamics
during laser melting, affecting the overall volume of spatter generated. The variation in
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the SLM dynamics identified in this work is important for understanding the sensitivity
of SLM process to the laser processing parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Selective laser melting (SLM) is a type of additive manufacturing (AM) that
utilizes a high power density laser to selectively fuse together metallic powders to form
three-dimensional objects [1–3]. Complex-shaped metal parts for rapid production with
high levels of flexibility and customization compared to conventional manufacturing is
revolutionizing the metal manufacturing industry for aerospace, biomedical, and defense
applications [2]. Presently, SLM still faces several challenges: (1) parts printed by the
same machine and using the same optimized parameters are not always identical, (2)
properties of the printed parts can be difficult to predict, (3) optimal parameters to print a
part currently rely heavily on trial and error parameter development, and (4) defect
sensitive properties (e.g., fatigue life) of SLM parts often result in lower properties than
parts fabricated from wrought product forms. An understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms of SLM AM and identifying the causes for part quality uncertainty is
important for addressing and overcoming the challenges in SLM AM.
During the SLM process, the interaction between the laser and the powder in the
region of the highest laser energy density results in the formation of a cavity due to
material vaporization. This vaporization region is known as the depression zone.
Immediately surrounding the depression zone where there is still sufficient energy to melt
the metallic powders, the powders fuse together to form a localized liquid region known
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as the melt pool. The newly formed melt pool rapidly cools and leaves behind a new
build layer. Once the new build layer has solidified, a new layer of powder is added to the
top surface and the processes is repeated until a three-dimensional part is formed in a
layer-by-layer fashion. During laser vaporization and melting, molten material known as
spatter can be ejected from the depression zone and melt pool regions [1].
Three laser processing parameters that can be manipulated to control the laser
energy density which affects the SLM process include: (1) the laser beam size, (2) the
laser power, and (3) the laser scan speed. Each one of these parameters will have an
effect on the resulting shape and size of the depression zone and the melt pool, and the
spatter behavior. Previous publications show that the laser processing parameters are a
critical factor that contribute to the resulting microstructural features and mechanical
properties since they influence the thermal history and cooling rates for Ti6Al4V and
other AM materials [1,2,4–11]. These works make use of the energy density equation to
describe the effects of laser processing parameters on the dynamics of the AM process
[2,4–8]. Other works use simulations which utilize thermal and fluid flow models to
describe heat flow during the AM process [2,4,5,8,9].
Utilizing in-situ high-speed high-energy high-resolution synchrotron x-ray
imaging allows for the dynamics of the SLM during the laser melting process to be
observed and analyzed. Dimensional characteristics for the depression zone and melt pool
can be extracted from x-ray images which correspond to the real-time behavior of the
material under SLM AM conditions. The real-time spatter behavior characteristics is also
revealed for the SLM process. The real-time analysis of the uncertainty/variation during
the SLM process is made possible through in-situ x-ray characterization.
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In this work, we report the sources of uncertainty in SLM due to variations from
the optimized laser processing parameters for Ti6Al4V through in-situ characterization.
We reveal the sensitivity of the SLM process to the laser processing parameters and
identify the leading cause of uncertainty by quantifying the percent change in the SLM
dynamics (depression zone dynamics, melt pool dynamics, and spatter dynamics) due to
three the laser processing parameters: (1) laser beam size, (2) laser power, and (3) laser
scan speed. The uncertainty in this work is studied by making small changes with respect
to the optimized processing parameter needed for Ti6Al4V under SLM AM conditions.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

2.1. MATERIAL
Ti6Al4V titanium alloy was used in this study because (1) it has good x-ray
transparency, (2) it is the most commonly used titanium alloy, makes up approximately
half of the share of titanium products used today [12], and (3) it is of particular interest to
the aerospace, biomedical, and defense industry since it is suitable for a wide range of
applications due to its characteristic high-strength and low-density material property [1].
The Ti6Al4V powders with an average diameter of ~15 µm was purchased from
Pyrogenesis Canada Inc. (Montreal, Québec, Canada). The Ti6Al4V metal substrate was
purchased from McMaster-Carr (New Jersey, USA).
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2.2. IN-SITU HIGH-SPEED SYNCHROTRON X-RAY IMAGING EXPERIMENT
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the synchrotron imaging system. A high-flux
synchrotron x-ray with a first harmonic energy of 24 keV and an energy bandwidth of
5~7% was utilized to reveal the dynamics of the SLM AM process (Beam Line 32-ID-B,
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory). The transmitted x-ray signal is
captured by a scintillator (LuAG:Ce, 100 µm thickness), where the signal is converted
into visible light and recorded by a high-speed camera (Photron FastCam SA-Z) [13]. A
frame rate of 50 kHz and a camera exposure time of 1 µs was used to capture the laser
printing process. The field of view for the x-ray was 768 pixel x 512 pixel with a
resolution of ~2 µm per pixel. The laser scan length was 2.5 mm. The typical sample
assembly which is composed of a miniature Ti6Al4V metal substrate with a thickness of
0.40 mm, a height of 2.95 mm, and a powder bed layer thickness of 100 µm is
sandwiched between two pieces of glass carbon, which is transparent to the incident x-ray
beam. For more details about the in-situ x-ray imaging experiment, refer to previous
publications [13–16]. Data image processing was done using ImageJ to adjust the
brightness and contrast of the images to enhance the visibility of the melt pool and
depression zone boundaries [17].

3. ANALYSIS OF LASER PROCESSING PARAMETERS

3.1. CHARACTERIZATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF THE SOURCES OF
UNCERTAINTY IN SELECTIVE LASER MELTING
Figure 2 (a) highlights the various dynamics of the SLM process which are of
interest: (1) 2D projection of the depression zone geometry, (2) 2D projection of the melt
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pool geometry, and (3) spatter behavior. The laser scanning direction shown in Figure 2
(a) is the same for Figure 2 (b-e). Figure 2 (b) is the 2D projected image of the melt pool
boundary, revealing the geometry of the melt pool depth and length. Figure 2 (c) is an
optical image of the top surface of the metal substrate after laser scanning which is used
to measure the width of the melt pool after excess powder has been removed. Figure 2 (d)
shows the 2D projection of the depression zone geometry, revealing the depression zone
depth and width. Figure 2 (e) shows the spatter dynamics. The spatter diameter and
volume are measured assuming a spherical spatter geometry. The spatter ejection speed
and angle are measured relative to the horizontal location of the top surface of the metal
substrate and the laser scanning direction.

Figure 1. Schematic of the in-situ high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging and sample
assembly setup. Schematic of the in-situ x-ray imaging set-up. The x-ray passes through
the sample at a perpendicular angle relative to the sample metal substrate, ending at the xray detection system. A visible light camera is used to ensure proper laser-sample
alignment. Two glassy carbon wall are used to hold the metal substrate and the powder
bed while ensuring x-ray transparency along the x-ray beam path. Sample assembly
setup.
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(a)

Laser scan direction

(b)

(c)
Length

Spatter
Depression
zone

Depth

Melt pool
Melt pool width
250 µm

Track

(d)
Melt pool

(e)
Width

V

Depth

Melt pool

Depression
zone

Figure 2. Dynamics of SLM. (a, b, d, e) X-ray images obtained during laser melting. (a)
Typical elements of the SLM dynamics during laser scanning. (b) Typical melt pool
length and depth dimensions. (c) Typical optical image of the melt pool width measured
after laser melting and removal of excess powder. (d) Typical depression zone depth and
width dimensions. (e) Typical spatter behavior indicating the spatter diameter, d, and
spatter ejection angle, θ. The spatter volume, V , is calculated assuming a spherical
spatter geometry. The spatter speed, V, is calculated by determining the distance the
spatter travels over a given time period.

Table 1 summarizes the processing parameters used in this work. The optimized
processing parameters needed for Ti6Al4V under SLM conditions are indicated by the
0% change. Table 1 also details the variations in the laser processing parameters from the
optimized parameters that were studied, along with the percent change in the parameters
relative to the optimized parameter (0% change). In this work, we measure and quantify
the dynamics of Ti6Al4V under SLM conditions. The characteristics dimensions and
quantities of the SLM dynamics are measured for each of the three laser processing
parameters. The average value and standard deviation of the characteristic dimensions
and quantities are shown in figures, while the percent change relative to the average
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measurements made at the optimized processing parameters for Ti6Al4V under SLM AM
conditions are summarized in tables.

3.2. LASER ENERGY DENSITY
The laser energy density, which is defined as the amount of energy applied per
unit volume of the material during the laser melting process is given by:

E

P
v  D t

(1)

where P is the laser power, v is the laser scan speed, D is the laser beam size, and t is the
layer thickness. The energy density equation is helpful for understanding how a change in
the laser processing parameter will affect the depression zone, melt pool, and spatter
dynamics during the SLM process. To isolate the effects of the laser processing
parameters on the SLM dynamics, only one laser processing parameter is varied at a time.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. DEPRESSION ZONE DYNAMICS
Figure 3 shows the change in the depression zone depth and width based on a
variation in the laser processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V. Figure 3 (a-b) shows the
change in the depression zone geometry due to a change in the laser beam size. Figure 3
(c-d) shows the change in the depression zone geometry due to a change in the laser
power. Figure 3 (e-f) shows the change in the depression zone geometry due to a change
in the laser scan speed.
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Table 1. Experimental processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V.
Variation in laser beam size
Beam size, Focal plane,
D (um)
d (mm)
80
-2
85
-2.25
88
-2.4
90
-2.5
92
-2.6
95
-2.75
100
-3
Variation in laser power
Beam size, Focal plane,
D (um)
d (mm)

90

-2.5

Power, Scan speed, Thickness,
P (W)
V (m/s)
t (mm)

Scan length,
l (mm)

Powder layer
Thickness, t (um)

3

100

Power, Scan speed, Thickness,
P (W)
V (m/s)
t (mm)
345.8
356.72
364
0.9
0.4
371.28
382.2

Scan length,
l (mm)

Powder layer
Thickness, t (um)

3

100

Power, Scan speed, Thickness,
P (W)
V (m/s)
t (mm)

Scan length,
l (mm)

Powder layer
Thickness, t (um)

3

100

364

0.9

0.4

Beam size percent
change (%)
-11
-6
-2
0
2
6
11
Power percent
change (%)
-5
-2
0
2
5

Variation in laser scan speed
Beam size,
D (um)

90

Focal plane,
d (mm)

-2.5

90

0.4
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Figure 3. Depression zone depth and width change due to variations in the laser
processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V. (a-b) Variation in the depression zone depth
and length due to a change in the laser beam size. (c-d) Variation in the depression zone
depth and length due to a change in the laser power. (e-f) Variation in the depression
zone depth and length due to a change in the laser scan speed.

The results in Figure 3 (a) indicate that an increase in the laser beam size will
result in a decrease in the depression zone depth. A liner trend between the laser beam
size and the depression zone depth with a slope of -2.26 was observed. A distinct trend
for the change in the depression zone width based on variations in the laser beam size is
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not as definitive for Figure 3 (b). Within the range of laser beam sizes that were studied,
the standard deviation of the depression zone width at each of the seven beam sizes
increases significantly as the beam size increased. The standard deviation remains fairly
uniform for depression zone depth across the various laser beam sizes. The standard
deviation is an indication of the stability of the depression zone geometry at each laser
beam size. A large standard deviation means that there is an instability in the depression
zone geometry, resulting in fluctuations in the size of the depression zone during laser
scanning. Conversely, a small standard deviation indicates stability in the depression
zone. From equation (1), it can be seen that as the laser beam size increases, the resulting
laser energy density decreases. When the energy density is too small (large laser beam
sizes), an instability in the depression zone is present. Based on these results, a decrease
in the laser beam size can lead to a larger penetration depth of the laser while also
increasing the stability of the depression zone depth during laser scanning.
For both the depression zone depth and width in Figure 3 (c-d), an overall
increasing trend was observed due to an increase in the laser power. A linear trend
between the laser power and the depression zone dynamics with a slope of 0.6451 and
0.4620 was observed for the depression zone depth and width respectively. An increase
in the laser power directly equates to an increase in the energy density. This increase in
the energy density leads to a higher heat input into the powder and substrate materials,
creating a larger depression cavity region. For both the depression zone depth and width,
the standard deviation in the depression zone depth and width at each laser power
increment were similar. This means that the fluctuation in the depression zone geometry
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at each laser power increment is similar, the amount of variation from the average
depression zone geometry is similar at each of the laser powers studied.
Figure 3 (e-f) shows that an overall decreasing trend was observed for the
depression zone depth and width due to an increase in the laser scan speed. For the depth
and width dimensions, a linear trend between the laser scan speed and the depression
zone dynamics with a slope of -186.1 and -87.32 was observed respectively. An increase
in the laser scan speed equates to a decrease in the energy density, which means that the
laser deposits less energy into the powder and substrate materials. The opposite is true
when the laser scan speed decreases. As the laser scan speed increases, both the
depression zone depth and width decrease. A decrease in the laser scan speed results in an
increase in the depth and width of the depression zone. The standard deviation of the
depression zone depth and width at each of the laser scan speed increment were similar,
meaning that the fluctuation from the average depression zone depth and width value at
each laser scan speed increment is similar.
Table 2 summarizes the percent change in the depression zone dynamics due to
variations in the laser processing parameters. The percent change values reported in
Table 2 are made with respect to the depression zone dimensions observed using the
optimized processing parameters for Ti6Al4V. A ~10% change in the laser beam size
results in up to a ~20% change in the depression zone depth. A 5% change in the laser
power resulted in a ~12% change in the depression zone depth. Finally, a 5% change in
the laser scan speed resulted in up to a ~15% change in depression zone depth and a
~3.5% change in the depression zone width.
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Table 2. Percent change in the depression zone geometry due to variations in the laser
processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V.
Laser beam size
Beam size, D
Beam size percent
(µm)
change (%)
80
-11
85
-6
88
-2
90
0
92
2
95
6
100
11
Laser power
Laser powder,
Power percent
P (W)
change (%)
345.8
-5
356.72
-2
364
0
371.28
2
382.2
5
Laser scan speed
Scan speed, V
Scan speed size
(m/s)
percent change (%)
0.855
-5
0.882
-2
0.9
0
0.918
2
0.945
5

Depth percent
change (%)
20.98
7.73
2.15
0
-0.43
-11.66
-26.43

Width of percent
change (%)
4.86
3.22
0.08
0
4.58
5.51
15.71

Depth percent
change (%)
-12.07
-0.65
0
5.82
11.96

Width of percent
change (%)
-0.34
3.28
0
12.80
11.05

Depth percent
change (%)
2.1
0.22
0
-7.1
-15.32

Width of percent
change (%)
3.53
1.67
0
-0.43
-1.73

4.2. MELT POOL DYNAMICS
Figure 4 shows the variation in the melt pool depth, length and width due to
variations in the laser beam size, power, and scan speed for SLM Ti6Al4V. Figure 4 (ac) show the melt pool depth, length, and width variation due to a change in the laser beam
size. Figure 4 (d-f) show the melt pool depth, length, and width variation due to a change
in the laser power. Figure 4 (g-i) show the melt pool depth, length, and width variation
due to a change in the laser beam size.
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Figure 4 (a-c) shows that an increase in the laser beam size will result in a
decreasing trend in the melt pool dynamics. A linear trend between the laser beam size
and the melt pool dynamics with a slope of -2.334 and -2.077 was observed for the melt
pool depth and width respectively. An increase the laser beam size results in a decrease in
the energy density, which results in less energy deposition into the powder and substrate
material. This decrease in the energy deposition results in changes in the melt pool
geometry and is reflected in the data. An increase in the laser beam size leads to a
decrease in the melt pool depth and width. A trend in the melt pool length due to a
change in the laser beam size was not observed. However, the standard deviation of the
melt pool length at the larger beam sizes (95 µm and 100 µm) is significantly larger than
the standard deviations at the smaller laser beam sizes (<95 µm). As the beam size
increases and the energy density is decreases, there is not sufficient energy to maintain a
constant melt pool shape and results in a fragmentation of the melt pool length.
Figure 4 (d-f) show that an increase in the laser power leads to an increase in the
melt pool geometry. A linear trend with a slope of 0.4857, 4.103, and 0.2828 were
observed for the melt pool depth, length, and width respectively. As the laser power
increases, the energy deposition into the material increases and allows for a larger volume
of material to be melted. A higher laser power allows for the formation of melt pools that
are deeper, wider, and longer.
Figure 4 (g-i) shows that an increase in the laser scan speed leads to a decrease in
the melt pool geometry. A decreasing trend with a slope of -118.1, -2121, and -285 was
observed for the melt pool depth, length, and width respectively. As the laser scan speed
increases, the laser interaction time decreases and leads to a decrease in the energy
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deposition. This decrease in the energy deposition means that there is less material being
fused together, and results in a smaller melt pool.
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Figure 4. Melt pool depth, length, and width variation due to variations in the laser
processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V. (a-c) The variation in the melt pool depth,
length, and width due to a change in the laser beam size. (d-f) The variation in the melt
pool depth, length, and width due to a change in the laser power. (g-i) The variation in the
melt pool depth, length, and width due to a change in the laser scan speed.

Table 3 summaries the percent change in the melt pool depth, length, and width
based on variations in the three laser processing parameters. A ~10% change in the laser
beam size resulted in a ~17% change in the depth of the melt pool, a 22% change in the
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melt pool length, and a 33% change in the melt pool width. A 5% change in the laser
power resulted in a 9-11% change in the melt pool depth, length, and width of the melt
pool. A 5% change in the laser scan speed lead to a 10% change in the melt pool depth,
12% change in the melt pool length, and a 15% change in the melt pool width.

Table 3. Percent change in the melt pool geometry due to variations in the laser
processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V.
Laser beam size
Beam size,
D (µm)

Beam size
percent change
(%)
-11
-6
-2
0
2
6
11

80
85
88
90
92
95
100
Laser power
Laser
Power percent
powder, P
change (%)
(W)
345.8
-5
356.72
-2
364
0
371.28
2
382.2
5
Laser scan speed
Scan speed size
Scan speed,
percent change
V (m/s)
(%)
0.855
-5
0.882
-2
0.9
0
0.918
2
0.945
5

Depth
percent
change (%)
17.04
11.4
0.49
0
-5.05
-12.92
-19.33
Depth
percent
change (%)
-9.66
-3.08
0
-4.08
4.27
Depth
percent
change (%)
9.86
5.26
0
-3.64
-1.15

Length percent
change (%)

Width percent
change (%)

4.05
6.07
5.2
0
11.85
-7.51
-21.97

32.93
20.31
14.62
0
19.3
0.0031
-6.26

Length percent
change (%)

Width percent
change (%)

-5.98
-1.04
0
2.43
11.11

-11.10
-4.52
0
1.05
3.43

Length percent
change (%)

Width percent
change (%)

12.43
7.36
0
-5.77
-3.1

15.58
13.64
0
-1.29
-15.91
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4.3. SPATTER DYNAMICS
Figure 5 summarizes the variation in the average spatter speed, average ejection
angle, average spatter diameter, and the total volume of spatter generated due to
variations in the laser processing parameters for SLM of Ti6Al4V. Figure 5 (a-d) shows
the variation in the average spatter angle, speed, diameter, and the total volume of spatter
generated due to variations in the laser beam size. Figure 5 (e-h) shows the variation in
the average spatter angle, speed, diameter, and the total volume of spatter generated due
to variations in the laser power. Figure 5 (i-l) shows the variation in the average spatter
angle, speed, diameter, and the total volume of spatter generated due to variations in the
laser scan speed.
Fluctuations in the value for the average spatter angle, speed, and diameter at each
increment of laser beam size, power, and scan speed were observed. However, no
definitive tread is reported since the standard deviation for each increment of laser beam
size, power, and scan speed for the average spatter angle, speed, and diameter overlap.
The notable trend that was observed for the spatter dynamics due to variations in
the laser processing parameters was the total volume of spatter generated due to
variations in the laser beam size. Table 4 shows that as the laser beam size increased, an
increase of 70% in the total volume of spatter generated during laser melting was
observed. Conversely, decreasing the laser beam size resulted in a total volume of spatter
reduction by ~47%. The observed trend is represented by a linear trend with a slope of
9.872×104. This variation in the volume of spatter generation phenomenon is likely due
to the laser beam size area of effect on the powder bed layer. As the laser beam size
increases, the laser-powder interaction area likewise increases. This increased laser-
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powder interaction area means that a larger portion of the powder in the powder bed
region is susceptible to the influences of the laser, and thus increases the likelihood of
spatter begin ejected from this area. There was no observable trend for the total volume
of spatter generated during laser melting due to variations in the laser power and scan
speed within the range of values used in this work.

4.4. SELECTIVE LASER MELTING SENSITIVITY TO LASER PROCESSING
PARAMETERS
The laser beam size, power, and scan speed all had an effect on the geometry of
the depression zone and melt pool. Shipley et al. [7] and Dilip et al. [8] both report laser
power and scan speed effects on the dynamics of SLM that are similar to the results
reported in this work. In general, the effects of variations in the laser power on the
depression zone and melt pool geometry is opposite of the effects due to variations in the
laser beam size and scan speed. Within the range of laser beam size, power, and scan
speeds used in this work, an increase in the laser power resulted in an increase in the
geometry of the depression zone and melt pool. Conversely, an increase in the laser beam
size and scan speed resulted in a decrease in the depression zone and melt pool geometry.
These differences in the depression zone and melt pool geometry due to variations in the
laser beam size, power, and scan speed is attributed to the amount of energy being
deposited into the powder and substrate material. A higher energy density means that a
larger volume of material can be melted.
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Figure 5. Variation in the spatter dynamics due to variations in the laser processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V. (a-d) Shows
the variation in the average spatter angle, speed, diameter, and the total volume of spatter generated due to variations in the
laser beam size. (e-h) Shows the variation in the average spatter angle, speed, diameter, and the total volume of spatter
generated due to variations in the laser power. (i-l) Shows the variation in the average spatter angle, speed, diameter, and the
total volume of spatter generated due to variations in the laser scan speed.
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Table 4. Percent change in the spatter dynamics due to variations in the laser processing parameters for SLM Ti6Al4V.
Laser beam size
Beam size,
D (µm)

Beam size
percent change
(%)
-11
-6
-2
0
2
6
11

Ejection speed
percent change
(%)
-17.34
12.81
-2.01
0
-8.79
-25.13
-29.9

Spatter diameter
percent change
(%)
-10.57
-0.82
3.76
0
-8.88
-2.67
2.12

Spatter volume
percent change
(%)
-70.37
-41.93
-4.95
0
-19.68
0.93
47.33

Ejection angle
percent change
(%)
-15.68
-16.44
0
-8.36
-12.9

Ejection speed
percent change
(%)
-9.22
-0.18
0
-2.93
14.64

Spatter diameter
percent change
(%)
-15.68
-16.44
0
-8.36
-12.9

Spatter volume
percent change
(%)
-22.17
-37.55
0
-20.86
-18.93

Ejection angle
percent change
(%)
-0.66
0.1
0
1.62
0.3

Ejection speed
percent change
(%)
26.86
23.46
0
31.1
35.56

Spatter diameter
percent change
(%)
-0.77
3.62
0
-0.74
-8.83

Spatter volume
percent change
(%)
31
73
0
-22
66

60

80
85
88
90
92
95
100
Laser power
Laser
Power percent
Powder, P
change (%)
(W)
345.8
-5
356.72
-2
364
0
371.28
2
382.2
5
Laser scan speed
Scan
Scan speed size
speed, V
percent change
(m/s)
(%)
0.855
-5
0.882
-2
0.9
0
0.918
2
0.945
5

Ejection angle
percent change
(%)
-4.81
-4.32
-1.71
0
4.94
-5.32
-4.24
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Although the geometric change in the depression zone and melt pool are opposite
for the laser power compared to the laser beam size and scan speed, the average percent
change relative to the depression zone and melt pool geometry at the optimized
processing parameters is similar. On average, a ~5% change in the laser beam size,
power, and scan speed resulted in a ~10% change in the depression zone and melt pool
geometry. This shows that within small (<5%) deviations from the optimized laser
processing parameters for Ti6Al4V under SLM conditions, the geometry of the
depression zone and melt pool on average are equally sensitive to the laser beam size,
power, and scan speed. Furthermore, the results presented here show that the geometric
change in the geometry of the depression zone and melt pool due to the laser beam size,
power, and scan speed variations can be predicted using a linear trend.
The laser processing parameter that resulted in the largest quantitative change on
the dynamics of the SLM process was the laser beam size, which had an effect on the
total volume of spatter generated during laser melting. Using a three-dimensional high
fidelity powder-scale computer simulation model, Khairallah et al. were able to show the
influence that the laser had on melting and imparting momentum to powders ahead of the
laser scanning direction causing molten powder material to be ejected away from the
Gaussian laser center [18]. This phenomenon could explain why dramatic fluctuations
(47% decrease to 70% increase) were observed for the total volume of spatter generated
during laser melting due to variations in the laser beam size. As the laser beam size
changes, the laser-powder interaction area likewise changes. A larger laser-powder
interaction area increases the likelihood of powder material being melted and ejected
from the laser center. In a similar way, a decrease in the laser-powder interaction area, or
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laser beam size, decreases the likelihood of powder material being melted and ejected
from the laser center. The results reported here indicate the sensitivity of the total volume
of spatter behavior to the laser beam size. The average spatter angle, speed, and diameter
are not sensitivity to the laser processing parameters since there was no observable trend
for the average spatter angle, speed, and diameter based on variations in the laser beam
size, power, or scan speed.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we report the sources of uncertainty in the SLM AM process due to
variations from the optimized laser processing parameters needed for Ti6Al4V through
in-situ characterization. We shows that a small (<5%) variation from the optimized laser
processing parameters (laser beam size, power, and scan speed) resulted in a linear
variation in the depression zone, melt pool, and spatter behavior. On average, a small
deviation of only 5% from the optimized laser processing parameter resulted in up to a
10% change in the depression zone and melt pool geometry. A 10% change in the laser
beam size resulted in a 70% decrease and a 47% increase in the total volume of spatter
generated during laser melting.
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2. CONCLUSION

In this work, we report the (1) direct measurement of the solidification rate by insitu high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging of the SLM AM process, (2) a method for
estimating the undercooling for materials under fusion-based metal AM conditions based
on the dendrite growth velocity model, and (3) the sources of uncertainty in the SLM AM
process due to variations from the optimized laser beam size, power, and scan speed
using in-situ high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging. We show that a large undercooling
value of over 50oC is reached during the SLM process for AlSi10Mg, while a
comparatively smaller undercooling value of less than 13oC is reached for Ti6Al4V. The
undercooling changes as a function of location and time as the solidification front
proceeds to the surface of the melt pool. A general increasing trend is observed for
AlSi10Mg, while a general decreasing trend is observed for Ti6Al4V. The opposite
overall evolution trend of the undercooling for the two AM materials is attributed to the
ratio of the latent heat to heat capacity and the thermal diffusivity. We show that a small
(<5%) variation in the laser beam size, power, and scan speed results in linear variations
in the depression zone, melt pool, and spatter behavior. On average, small deviations of
only ~5% in the laser processing parameter resulted in up to a ~10% change in the
depression zone and melt pool geometry. A ~10% change in the laser beam size can
result in either a ~70% decrease or a ~47% increase in the total volume of spatter
generated during laser melting.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR PAPER I

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of AlSi10Mg alloy used for simulation [1,2].
Properties
Solidus temperature, Ts
Liquidus temperature, TL

Value
830.15 K
870.15 K

Boiling temperature, Tb
Density, ρ

2743 K
2680 kg/m3

Temperature coefficient of surface tension,


T

-0.31×10-4 N/mK

Surface tension at liquidus temperature, σL
Latent heat of fusion, ΔHf

0.824×10-4 N/m
3.89×105 J/kg

Latent heat of vaporization, ΔHv
Linear thermal expansion coefficient, αL

1.07 ×107 J/kg
23×10-6 1/K

Convective heat transfer coefficient, hc

82 W/m2K

Radiation emissivity, ε
Energy absorptivity, η

0.4
0.52
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Table 2. Temperature-dependent thermophysical properties of AlSi10Mg alloy used for
simulation [1].
Property

Viscosity, ν (Pa.s)

Thermal conductivity, k (W/mK)

Specific heat, Cp (J/kgK)

Temperature (K)
875
1000
1450
1850
2250
2700
300
400
500
600
700
830
870
1200
1500
1800
2100
300
375
575
775
940
960
960
1100
1562

Value
0.0022
0.00125
0.0007
0.00058
0.00045
0.0004
160
160
160
160
160
110
90
100
110
115
120
900
960
1020
1125
1040
1040
1040
1075
1075
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Table 3. Thermophysical properties of Ti6Al4V alloy used for simulation [1].
Properties
Solidus temperature, Ts

Value
1878 K

Liquidus temperature, TL

1928 K

Boiling temperature, Tb
Density, ρ
Temperature sensitivity of σ, σTs
Surface tension coefficient, σ0
Latent heat of fusion, ΔHf
Latent heat of vaporization, ΔHv
Linear thermal expansion coefficient, αL

3315 K
4420 kg/m3
2.6×10-4
1.68 N/m
2.86×105 J/kg
9.7 ×106 J/kg
23×10-6 1/K

Convective heat transfer coefficient, hc
Radiation emissivity, ε
Energy absorptivity, η
Saturated vapor pressure at Tb, Pe
Thermal conductivity at solidus, ks
Thermal conductivity at liquidus, kl
Viscosity, µ

82 W/m2K
0.4
0.52
1.013×105 Pa
16 W/mK
32 W/mK
0.005 Pa.s
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Table 4. Temperature-dependent thermophysical properties of Ti6Al4V alloy used for
simulation [1].
Property

Specific heat, Cp (J/kgK)

Temperature (K)
25
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
995
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1650
1700
1800
1900

Value
546
562
584
606
629
651
673
694
714
734
753
660
678
696
714
732
750
831
831
831
831
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